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Undagrid B.V. is fully committed to comply with the requirements of the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation (EU) 2016/679). Therefore, it has
adopted procedures which aim to ensure that all employees, contractors,
consultants, partners (collectively known as data users) who have access to any
personal data held by or on behalf of Undagrid are fully aware of and abide by their
duties under the General Data Protection Regulation.
Purpose
This Cookie Statement provides information about the cookies that Undagrid B.V. uses on the website
www.undagrid.com (hereinafter: “the Website”) and for which purpose these cookies are used.
Undagrid (hereafter also referred to as “UG”, “Company”, “we” or “us) takes your privacy very
seriously and shall handle your personal data with the utmost security and care. Should you have any
questions or remarks, please contact us at gdpr@undagrid.com.

Scope
This document refers to all visitors of the company’s Website.

What are cookies?
Cookies are small pieces of (text) information that are sent to your browser when you visit the
website of UG and then stored on the hard disk or in the memory of your device. The cookies placed
via UG’s website cannot damage your device or the files stored on it.

Which Cookies does UG use and how do we use them?
UG uses cookies only for running analytics services (e.g. Google Analytics) to collect statistics about
the use and performance of the Website. The services analyse this information and send the results
back to UG. Using this information, UG gains insight into how its users interact with the Website. It
allows us to make changes to the Website and its services if necessary. UG may provide this
information to third parties only if legally required.
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How to remove any unwanted Cookies?
You can always withdraw the consent you have given to UG to place cookies by setting your browser
in a way that it does not accept cookies or by removing all cookies already placed in your browser.
Please use the help function of your browser to see how you can delete the cookies.
When removing cookies, please keep in mind that such removal may result in certain parts of the
Website not working or not working properly.
Refusing and removing cookies only affects the computer and browser in which you perform this
removal operation. If you use multiple computers or browsers, you must repeat the operation(s)
mentioned above for each computer or browser.

Does UG’s Privacy Statement apply?
It is possible that the information collected using a cookie contains data that is considered personal. If
that is the case, the Privacy Statement of UG also applies to the processing of this personal data. You
can find UG’s Privacy Statement on the Website.

Can changes be made to this Cookie Statement?
This Cookie Statement is subject to changes from time to time. We shall communicate any changes to
this statement via the Website.

Any further questions, remarks or complaints?
In case you have any further questions, remarks or complaints regarding this Cookie Statement, please
contact us via e-mail on gdpr@undagrid.com.
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